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The present invention relates to computing de— of the arcuate opening I I are disposed numerical

vices and more particularly to devices adapted designations 28/29, 30, 31, indicated generally by

for computing the fertile period in menstrual the numeral l1, designating months containing

cycles.
correspondingly numbered days.

5 An object of the invention is the provision of Disposed in the rear of and adjacent tothe . 5

a device which will enable rapid computation of front disc l0 and rotatable relative thereto is a

fertile periods in the menstrual cycles of women. rear disc IQ of slightly decreased diameter. On

A further object of the invention is the pro- the inner or front face of the rear disc I9 are

vision of a device of the above character which marked arcuate, approximately circular lines 20

10 may be adjusted so that tolerance may be made intercepted by uniformly spaced radial lines 2| 10

for irregularities in the cycles. 1 to form a plurality of, in the present instance

Another object of the invention is the pro— three, concentric arcs of spaces. A portion of

vision of a device of the aforesaid character de- the front face of the disc is is of one colour,

signed so that the operation thereof may be as for instance white, as indicated at 22, while

15 readily understood.
another portion is of a contrasting colour, as 15

A still further object of the invention is the for instance blue, as indicated at 23. The three

provision of a computing device of the above concentric arcs of spaces in the white coloured

type which is simple and inexpensive in con— portion are numbered consecutively from 1 to 31,

struction.
designating days of the month. The outer are

20 Other objects and advantages of the invention of spaces in the blue portion is numbered from 1 20

‘wili become apparent as the description pro- to 2'7. The intermediate arc of spaces in the

grasses.
blue portion is numbered from 2 to 28, the nu-

In the accompanying drawing forming a part meral 1 of this arcuate series occupying a blue

of this specificatibn and in which like reference shaded fragmentary portion of the last White

25 characters are employed to designate corresponds space in the corresponding row. The inner are 25

ing parts throughout the same:——« of spaces on the blue field is numbered from 4

Figure 1 is a. front elevational view of the as— to 30, the numerals 1, 2 and 3 of this series being

sembled device, .
marked on blue shaded fragmentary portions of

Figure 2 is a similar view showing the front the last three white spaces in the corresponding

30 section partly broken away, are, as shown to advantage at Figures 1, 2 and 3. 30

Figure 3 is a fragmentary front elevationai The front and rear discs 80 and I9 respectively

view showing the tolerance indicator adjusted are rotatably connected by ,a pivot fastener 25.

to allow for irregularities, and ‘Movably mounted between the front and rear

Figure 4 is a diametrical section taken on the discs and rotatable about the pivot 25 is an

35 line 4—4 of Figure 1.
intermediate section embodying a central ap— 35

Referring to the drawing, wherein for the pur- proximately disc-shaped hub portion 21 formed

pose of illustration is shown a preferred em- With an outwardly projecting shield forming

bodiment of the invention, the numeral l0 des— portion 28 disposed to partially cover the open—

ignates the front section of the device which is ing H in the front disc to obscure a portion of

40 in‘the form of a flat relatively thin element, in the front face of the rear disc. This intermediate 40

the present instance disc shaped. section is provided with a radially extending

A portion of the front disc In is cut out to thumb-piece 29 through the medium of which

form an arcuately shaped relatively large exhibit— the section is rotated on the pivot 25. Upon an

ing opening ll having scale forming graduations arcuate marginal portion of the hub forming

45 I2 disposed partially at the outer edge identified disc 21 are marked the words “Possible concep— 45

by the numeral l3, numbered consecutively from tion” and “Probable conception”, as indicated at

0 to 10. In the opposed upper quadrant the disc 30 and arranged to be exposed through the

In is formed with a series of arcuately spaced exhibiting opening ll.

radial apertures l4. Disposed inwardly of the The discs [I and IS as well as the tolerance

50 apertures I4 is a second series of arcuately spaced indicator 28 may be formed of cardboard, cellu- 50

apertures |5 arranged in staggered relation with ioid or other suitable material and are preferably

respect to the outer arc. The two arcuate series of contrasting colours. Thus, the front disc I2

of apertures are consecutively numbered from may be red while the tolerance indicator is

2| to 35 inclusive, as indicated at Is, in alter- green, the front face of the rear disc I9 being,

55 nately staggered relation. At one radial edge as previously indicated, white and blue. 55



The construction of the device is based on
scientific physiological discoveries indicating that
the menstrual cycle of a normal fertile woman
constitutes definite sterile and fertile periods.

5 If, in any given case, the menstrual cycle is known
from experience to uniformly constitute twenty-
eight days, the days constituting the fertile period
may be directly computed by disposing the radial
edge of the tolerance indicator shield 28, as indi-

13 cated by the arrow, in registration with the zero
graduation of the scale l2 and rotating the rear
disc 98 with respect to the red front disc and the
green indicator so that in the front disc aperture
designated 28, as representative of the 28-day

15 cycle, will be disposed on the white portion of the
rear disc 99 the numeral conesponding to the
date at which the last menstruation began. On
the exposed outer arc of the rear disc, the dates
of possible or probable conception are read in

20 the row opposite the proper numeral of the
column “Months”, according to the number of
days of the month wherein the said menstruation
occurred. Thus are indicated the ‘7 to 14 days
of less fertile period of the cycle, the period dur-

25 ing which conception is possible only, as indi-
cated on the sections “Possible conception”.
The word “Probable” on the exposed arc of the
small indicator disc will designate the 9 to 12
days of the cycle as those in which conception is

30 most probable. Thus, by adjusting the various
elements of the device, the distinct periods of the
cycles of different duration may be established
knowing the date of menstruation.
In cases where the menstrual cycle is known

35 to vary by one or more days, a period of tolerance
is obtainable by movement of the indicator 28,
the edge indicated by an arrow being disposed on
the scale of the front disc in accordance with
the maximum irregularity calculated in days.

40 The computation of approximate periods of fer-
tility where the cycles are irregular to a limited
established extent is conducted afterwards aS'
above.

It is to be understood that the form of my
45 invention herein shown and described is to be

taken as a preferred example of the same and
that various changes as to the shape, size and
arrangement of parts may be resorted to without

2,07epeee

departing from the spirit of he invention or thescope of the subjoineci ciaims.
Having thus described: my invention, 1 claim:—-—
1. A device of the character described com-prising a front disc provided with a relativelylarge arcuate opening and a plurality of arcuately

spaced small apertures, the saint apertures beingidentified by consecutive numerals correspond—
ing to various cycles, a rear disc connected withand rotatable relative to the front disc, the innerface of the said rear disc having marked thereon
concentrically arranged arcuate spaces consecu-tively numbered in correspondence with days ofthe month, the said rear disc being movable toarrange selected numerals thereon in registra-tion with a given aperture in the front disc so asto exhibit through the large opening in the frontdise the days constituting the fertile period of thecycle, and means rotatable with the discs andadapted to compensate for irregularities in themenstrual cycle by obscuring portions of the reardisc appearing through the front disc large open-mg.
2. A device of the character described com-prising a front disc provided with a relatively

large arcuate opening and a plurality of arcuately
spaced small apertures, the said apertures being
identified by consecutive numerals corresponding
to various cycles, a consecutively numbered scalebeing marked at the edge of the large opening, arear disc connected with and rotatable relative tothe front disc, the inner face of the said rear dischaving marked thereon concentrically arranged
arcuate spaces consecutively numbered in corre-
spondence with days of the month, the said reardisc being movable to arrange selected numerals
thereon in registration With a given aperture inthe front disc so as to exhibit through the large
opening in the front disc the days constituting
the fertile period of the cycle, and an indicator
shield pivotaliy connected with the said discs
having a portion disposed to move to obscure por-
tions of the rear disc relative to the large opening
in the front disc and adjustable relative to the
numbered scale so that tolerance may be made-
for irregularities in the menstrual cycle.
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